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Make Undeniably Delicious and Eye-Catching Raw, Vegan and Gluten-Free TreatsEmily Von Euw,

creator of the popular blog This Rawsome Vegan Life, makes treats that are so phenomenal and so

stunning they should be considered masterpieces. Oh yeah, and they're raw, vegan AND

gluten-free. So whether you're a vegetarian, a raw vegan or even a meat-lover just looking for

something healthy, new and delicious, this book has something for you.Emily's popular blog won

the Vegan Woman's 2013 Vegan Food Blog Award, was named one of the Top 50 Raw Food Blogs

of 2012 and is nominated for "Favorite Blog" for the 2013 VegNews Veggie Awards. Every recipe is

accompanied by a photograph so you can see each brilliant sweet before you eat. Emily's beautiful

and easy-to-make recipes, like her Peppermint Chocolate Molten Lava Cakes, S'mores Cupcakes

and Go-Nuts Donuts with Frosting & Fruit Sprinkles, are so tasty that you won't even realize they're

vegan. Quite simply, Rawsome Vegan Baking will wow your taste buds and impress your friends

and family with new great tastes in dessert.
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â€œEmily's blog has the type of recipes that would get any foodie excited about raw vegan

cuisine.â€• â€•Russell James, The Raw Chefâ€œEmily is a creative genius when it comes to

dreaming up colorful, beautiful, whimsical and delicious recipes. She is one of my favorite vegan

bloggers and I can't wait to see what adventure she takes us on in her upcoming cookbook.â€•

â€•Kathy Patalsky, Healthy-Happy-Life.comâ€œEmily is incredible. Her recipes are some of the most

creative and drool-inducing I've ever seen. I wait with anticipation for every new thing she produces.



This (un)cookbook is no exception.â€• â€•Jessica Ainscough, The Wellness Warriorâ€œWho knew

raw food can be so surprisingly creative? Emily takes raw foodism to new levels that wow us every

single time.â€• â€•Sivan Pardo Renwick, The Vegan Woman

Emily von Euw is the creator of the blog This Rawsome Vegan Life, which gets over nearly 1 million

views a month. Emily's blog won The Vegan Woman's 2013 Vegan Food Blog Award, was named

one of the Top 50 Raw Food Blogs of 2012 and is nominated for "Favorite Blog" for the 2013

VegNews Awards. Her recipes have been featured on Shape.com, SkinnyLimits.com and

AscensionKitchen.com. Emily lives in British Columbia, Canada.

Don't be put off by the title. Even if you're not raw or vegan, these desserts will be the best you've

ever tasted.I couldn't wait for this book to come out. This cookbook is amazing and I'm not even

vegan or raw. My husband flips through the pages at night on his eReader and says, "What are we

going to make this weekend?!" and "Can we make this one?? OH! Nevermind. Can we make THIS

one?!"These days we have to make double batches of everything and we limit ourselves to one

piece of dessert a night (each). In the evenings on the way home from work, we often say, "Oh!

We've got dessert in the fridge!" And we sometimes are known to eat dessert while making dinner.I

ordered the ebook because I was dying to have it, but will now go back and order the paper copy

just for ease of use. I own many cookbooks, but this one gets 10 times the use of any other.I was

introduced to Emily's blog through a raw-food friend and after a few months of browsing her posts, I

decided to try one of the recipes. From the first bite I was HOOKED.Why I love her recipes:1. I love

that they are healthy. I had blood sugar issues and rarely have sweets. If I do, my blood sugar and

weight jumps easily. However, eliminating sweets entirely has been hard. Having said that, the

sugars in these desserts don't seem to be a problem for me. My blood sugar will spike after I eat,

but not as high and quickly will come back down. And the desserts taste just as sweet as a

traditional dessert (sometimes sweeter). How is this possible?! Because they are natural sugars

maybe?? There's no processed food in the recipes. No dairy. So nice!2. There's no baking! I LOVE

this. I can make 3 recipes in the time it would take me to make one traditional dessert. No matter

what dessert I try, it takes me 20 minutes.3. I find it easy to substitute things. If I'm low on maple

syrup, easy. I use can use sugar or honey (not vegan, I know) or coconut nectar. The desserts taste

the same and all have the same basic components.3. There's no cleaning pans because there's no

baking. Cleaning up usually involves only my food processor (which can be put in the dishwasher)

and putting back ingredients. NICE!! Now, if you've ever baked, you know cleaning up alone can



take 20-30 minutes. And it's usually when I'm cleaning pans that I think, "Wow this is a ton of

work!"4. I love that she uses a lot of the same core ingredients. Coconut milk, dates, nuts, cacoa,

coconut oil. I stock those in large supply - they all have a long shelf life - and you will find you have

almost all the ingredients you need for most of the recipes.5. The desserts are SOOO good. I

haven't found one that I haven't loved. My husband and I will often say, "Wow, if this was served at

a restaurant, it would be our favorite restaurant EVER!" I have honestly never had food that tastes

this good. I think it's due to the richness of the whole foods used in each dessert. Making a crust out

of cashews, maple syrup and cacoa. Look out. I can't believe how good it tastes. I was shocked at

the flavors. But in the beginning I was skeptical. Ground up pecans for a crust taste NOTHING like

whole pecans (I don't really care for whole pecans).The recipes are so shockingly good, I had to

make a dessert just to bring to work for our office of 60 people. They were shocked when I told them

what was in the dessert and how good it tasted. It was gone in an hour with weekly requests for

more.My absolute favorite recipe is the very first one - Cashew Coffee Vanilla Creme with

Cinnamon Chocolate Crust. If you're short on time, leave off the coffee glaze and it is still to die for! I

have this recipe down pat. I can make it in 10 minutes. I will often make triple batches of the crust

and freeze it for future use (many recipes require a crust so I will experiment with swapping out

recipes crusts just for fun and convenience). This is the dessert I brought to work. Honestly, it is the

best dessert I ever made in my life (and I am always making desserts for parties, neighbors and the

office). It puts a boxed brownie mix to shame.I don't think I'll ever make a traditional box dessert

again. Why would you?!Excellent job, Emily! I am a huge fan!

I received my cookbook last week and have made three recipes: Avacado Pudding, Rawsome

cookies and Chia pudding. Let me just say that all were AMAZING! Seriously, if you are considering

this book...stop considering...and just purchase it. I've been looking for a recipe book of raw vegan

desserts that I can share with family members who are not vegan. This is it! I can't wait to try more

recipes.

If you love raw baking, this is a fantastic guide. It's beautifully composed, diverse, and the photos

are gorgeous. The recipes are delicious and I still use this book regularly after two years of owning

it. Granted, I'm vegan and not a fan of sugar and overtly sweet food to begin with, so the recipes in

this book are perfect for me. The desserts are rich and nutrient dense, and although sometimes I

choose to substitute ingredients or alter her recipes, his book has never let me down. More so than

her recipes themselves, this book gives great knowledge of raw baking in general, and will get your



juices flowing to make your own creations.

I got this book because I have been following the authors blog for a long time and making her online

recipes. Every single one has come out PERFECT AND DELICIOUS!! And same with this

book.......she makes eating healthy taste like being sooooo bad!! Being gluten free I have gone

through lots of bad recipes......you will not believe that eating gluten free, vegan and raw could taste

so damn good! I've bought so many of this book as gifts as well and have gotten nothing but great

feedback. Every recipe is ridiculously quick and so yummy!

I could not believe how delicious these recipes were (we've only made two) but really, my children

are discussing which cakes they want for their birthday after making two of these cakes to celebrate

one son's birthday. Another reviewer mentioned this, but I will say that eating dessert with flour and

sugar gives me really foggy head, however these cakes made me feel happy and energetic. We will

definitely be getting more desserts from here as a healthy alternative.

I've only made a couple recipes so far. They were pretty simple to make and it seems like most of

the recipes use similar ingredients so you don't need to buy tons of stuff to make a few different

desserts.
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